CAPTURE CLIENT 3.0
GIVES MSSPS A CRITICAL
ADVANTAGE
Established in 1989, Western NRG has been providing
Wide Area Networking solutions to customers all across
North America for more than a quarter-century.
The Western NRG team grew its expertise from simply
connecting networks together, to tightly securing them
as well. Today, they serve customers all over North America
in a variety of market segments.
Having gone through the beta and release of the Capture
Client 3.0, Senior Security Engineer, Nathan Orlina who lead
the beta review process, had to say that “Client 3.0 has taken
our management of client machines to the next level by adding
additional value to an already valuable solution.”
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New to the endpoint security suite is Application Vulnerability
Intelligence which gives MSSPs like Western NRG the ability
to not only see what applications are installed on endpoints
but also which ones are vulnerable. Orlina continues
“the Application Vulnerability Intelligence feature gives us
additional insight into vulnerable applications with quick links
to CVEs for an easy customer deliverable. This is an incredible
feature especially as more and more users are working from
home on their personal devices. It's important to know what
vulnerabilities exist on systems we previously did not have
to manage.”
To aid in their ability to better manage endpoint security
Western NRG found “the enhancements to notifications
means that every alert [they] receive from Capture Client
is deliberate and actionable.”
Since more people are working from home than ever, providing
more intelligent control over web activities is essential to
creating granular policies to uphold security and help bolster
productivity. For this reason, Western NRG feels that “the
new Content Filtering feature allows us to extend our network
access policy beyond the previous boundary of the office
and into the global workspace.”
Orlina continues “We are very happy with the new feature
set of Capture Client 3.0 and will continue to offer it to our
customers above all other endpoint protection products!”
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